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FULL TEXT 
Amazing. That is what I thought when I read the Chicago Tribune editorial “Book banning at school libraries

blinkers children in the worst way” (Nov. 28, 2021). Not because of the sentiment of the argument —but because

the editorial never mentions school librarians. 

How does anyone think the school library collection appears on those shelves? The school principal or district

superintendent? Who selects the titles? How do those call numbers appear on the spines of library books? How

exactly does all that good trouble nestled in the library find its way into the school? 

School librarians are professionally trained educators who study the art and science of collection development.

Most have masters’ degrees in library and information science. They have a unique perch in the school community

to know students for possibly nine years in elementary through middle school, or four years in high school. They

know your children as emerging readers and inquisitive learners in a special way that they alone might know.

Students come to trust and feel safe in this space within the learning environment of their schools. 

Who is it, might parents wonder, that teaches their children about verifying sources, about discerning fact from

fiction, knowing the difference between bona fide internet sites and deepfakes? School librarians specialize in

inquiry learning, problem-based lessons and, yes, science fair projects. 

Consider that when many of us were in school in the 20th century, we learned to answer the question. In the 21st

century, students learn to question the answer. The library is the laboratory where those experiments reside. 

But enough about us, what about you? Have a concern about a book in a school library? Feel the urge to wave it

around at a school board meeting? Well, we have a few questions for you. 

How did you come to know about this book? Did your child check it out of the library? If not, how do you have it in

your hand? And aren’t you proud to have a child who is visiting theschool library and checking out books? 

Have you read this book? Before you might question its place in the school library collection, before we might

discuss this matter knowledgeably, we both need to have read the book. 

And finally, are you saying that you would like the school district to make a decision for every single child, or just

your child? Would you like all the other parents in the district to make educational decisions for your child? 

School library collections are curated over time. Titles are selected having received positive book reviews in library

journals. They fit the collection based on their relevance to the curriculum, the school community served and the

society in which we all live. Books are deselected, or weeded out, when that relevance is no longer valid. 

The best school librarians among us know their teachers, their curriculum, their students and all their needs and

act accordingly, frugally, respectfully. They are supported with professional development, networking, grants and

such, by the awesome Department of Libraries and Instructional Technology in the Chicago Public Schools, by the

statewide Association of Illinois School Library Educators, by the Illinois Library Association, the American

Association of School Librarians, and by the American Library Association. We might be the only librarian in the

school or the district, but none of us stands alone. 

Some of your school librarians were teachers who chose to grow as educators in a new dimension. For many,

becoming a school librarian is a second career. Lawyers, engineers, architects and accountants have been among

my graduate students learning to become school librarians. Each had their own reasons but they shared the core

values of equitable access, fostering a culture of literacy, a deep belief that developing open minds leads to bright
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futures. 

These are dedicated, brave and noble souls, they stand with their Collection Development Policy in one hand, and

their library mission shield in the other, with their toes firmly placed on the front lines of democracy. 

So the next time you watch parents ranting at school board meetings waving poorly bound paperbacks, let’s come

to an agreement on one fundamental truth. School librarians are unsung heroes. They understand their role in

developing your children’s growing curiosity, and want each of them to feel that it is still a beautiful place in the

library. 

Gail Bush has a doctorate in educational psychology from Loyola University Chicago and is a former curriculum

librarian of Maine West High School. Bush currently serves as professor emeritus of education at National Louis

University and a trustee at Oakton College. 
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